Purpose: One of the main complaints in hearing aid users is the abnormal perception of their voices, which is known as occlusion effect. Open fit hearing aids, for example, receiver-in-the-canal (RIC) hearing aid type is a good solution to the occlusion effect. However, here, two subjects avoid using RIC due to cosmetic unsatisfaction and difficulty of using a cell phone. The purpose of this study was to investigate the possibility of reducing the occlusion effect and improving cell phone usage and cosmetic satisfaction using invisible-inthe-canal (IIC) hearing aids. Methods: Two hearing impaired listeners who used bilateral RIC type hearing aids participated. IIC hearings were manufactured. Functional gain, real ear insertion gains, word recognition scores and a subjective hearing aids benefit questionnaire were assessed with RIC and IIC hearing aids, respectively. Subjective occlusion effect was also measured. Results: There were no differences in functional and insertion gains between two types of hearing aids. Participants did not complain the occlusion effect with IIC hearing aids. Conclusion: Although RIC hearing aids have an advantage of reducing the occlusion effects in both participants, they preferred to wear IIC hearing aids due to comforting of using a cell phone and cosmetic reasons. Results of the current study showed objective and subjective functions of RIC and IIC hearing aids were not different each other in both participants. The RIC hearing aid type, open-fit hearing aid, is not the only one option for reducing the occlusion effects; audiologists should consider the individual's needs.

